Kip Moore may be evolving, but he’s not changing who he is.
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or more than a decade, Kip Moore has
been “shooting the curl,” surfer slang for riding the
hollow part of a wave. That’s right, Kip hangs 10 in
his downtime. He picked up the sport while attending
college on the East Coast, and he’s spent the better
part of 2015 on a surfboard, first on a seven-day trip
to Costa Rica, followed by a 10-day jaunt in Hawaii.
That’s seems like a lot of downtime to surf—as opposed
to making country music—especially when you consider it’s
been almost three years since Kip released his first album,
Up All Night, in April 2012. Three years between records
is a long time in the pump-it-out-now culture of Music City,
particularly when many of his contemporaries have dropped
two or three albums in that time frame.
But straight-shooter Kip has a perfectly straightforward
explanation.
“One, I kept changing so much as a writer, it took me a while
to find my niche,” he says. “Two, I don’t ever sugarcoat s--t. I
say it like it is. You need a successful single to release a record
around. The previous two singles, ‘Young Love’ and ‘Dirt Road,’
fell short. Hopefully that’s not the case with the next one.”
The next one is “I’m to Blame,” a rugged take on the kind
of trouble—pistols, fires and blue lights—that seems befitting
of a Georgia country boy/introspective surfer, complete with
the hook: No, they don’t make guys like me, you get exactly
what you see / I come from a long line of bloodline that ain’t
gonna change / So take your pistol-pointing finger right off
of the trigger / I know where to aim, hell, I’m to blame.
“This song is kinda where I’m at in my life,” says Kip. “It’s
an aggressive song, no apologies of who I am. We live in
a time where everyone’s always trying to put the blame on
someone else. You have to be so politically correct with everything. This song is the opposite of all that—it’s, ‘I’ll take the

Kip reflects on
the view before
hanging 10.

heat for whatever is going down.’ I’ve always been able to do
that. It’s just an in-your-face, no-apologies kind of song.”
In the current bro-countrified landscape—where the airwaves are saturated with songs in which the only caveat
is that the lyrics rhyme with tailgates, booze or dirt roads .
. . tailgates, booze or dirt roads . . . tailgates, booze or dirt
roads—it’s refreshing to hear a tune that’s driven by an introspective (there’s that word again) narrative, and not repetition. It’s heartland country music that takes you to a place
where you can feel the restless spirit of Kip’s musical influences and imagine the narrative unfolding.
“My musical influences growing up were whoever my dad’s
favorites were,” says Kip. “I thought my dad was the coolest person on the planet, so whatever he was listening to,
I thought was cool. Luckily he had good taste in music. He
was a huge Jackson Browne fan, and Sam Cooke from Motown, and Bruce Springsteen, Bob Seger, Willie Nelson and
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Kris Kristofferson. The great American
poets, in my opinion. That became my
education. From an early age, I was
drawn to the lyrical aspect of music.
As I got older, I began to wrap my
head around those songs and understand my dad more. I understood him
as a person more.”
Jackson, Bruce and Willie were his
musical influences growing up, but Kip
didn’t find his musical talents until he
was 18 years old during his first year at
Wallace State Community College in
Hanceville, Ala. He was on a basketball
scholarship at Wallace State, but his
career was headed toward music when
he picked up the guitar for the first
time. Two years later he was playing
college bars around Valdosta State in
Valdosta, Ga., where he transferred to
play scholarship golf. When he wasn’t
trying to shoot birdies, he was trying to
shoot that East Coast curl.
“I didn’t realize music was an option
for me until I was 22 and I started writing a lot of music and focusing on that,”
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Kip says. “People started telling me my
songs were good and I needed to move
to Nashville and do something with it.”
So Kip decided to move west, but it
wasn’t to Nashville.
“I moved to Hawaii and lived outside
for half a year, and started writing a lot
. . . and surfing a lot,” says Kip, happily
recalling that time in his life. “It was
there that I realized music was what I
wanted to do for the rest of my life, and
I knew I needed to move to Nashville.”
Now, the 34-year-old has been in
Nashville for more than a decade, paying his dues and honing his country
music craft. His 2012 debut album, Up
All Night, charted three Billboard Top
10 hits, including a No. 1. And while he
may be landlocked in Tennessee, that
hasn’t stopped him from searching out
big waves like he recently did in Costa
Rica and Hawaii. It’s where he finds
his musical balance.
“Surfing is the only time my mind
shuts off and it’s the only time I can escape,” he says. “It happens every time,

just like the Costa Rica trip. I don’t think
about music at all while there, but the
minute I get back on the plane headed
back to the States, I always get these
song ideas in my head.”
With a new album in the works and
an ongoing tour that’s taking him from
the States to Canada and Europe, Kip
is poised for a big 2015. It’s a lot for the
2014 ACC Breakthrough Artist of the
Year to live up to, but Kip just sees it as
part of his evolution in the country music world. He’s still Kip—and nothing
will change that. And if he’s not ready
to drop his new album in the spring,
fans will just have to keep waiting. It
will be ready when it’s ready.
“I’m definitely looking forward to the
release of the new album,” says Kip.
“I’m excited for people to be able to hear
the whole body of work. I know I’ve got
some eager fans awaiting. It’s coming.”
Like the elusive big waves that Kip
goes in search of, though, his music
will come when it comes. You can’t
rush it, just be ready for it.
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For Kip, it’s either
time to hit the
stage or time to
hit the beach.

